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Saturday Write Fever 2015 Year-End Review: Play Along At Home!
December 2015 was our THIRTIETH bout of "Fever." That's so many fevers, y'all. That's so many monologues,
at an event where up to 16 pieces are created per night. If I had to guesstimate, I'd say that's a metric
Noun

of monologues.

Our event has grown to have a hosting staff of five: Writer/director Stuart Bousel, actor/writer/mangenue Sam
Bertken, actor/hero Andrew Chung, writer/villain Megan Cohen, and actress/goddess Jeunee Simon. To add to
the mix of heroes, villains, performers, and artsy-types, the next co-host to join the team should be a
Adjective

kind of person.

The Exit Cafe at 156 Eddy St in San Francisco, CA is our home, a friendly spot with beer, snacks, and a cabaret
stage about the size of a

Noun

.

The cafe is part of the fabulous Exit Theater complex, a longstanding SF arts hub which has several performance
spaces hosting some of the best indie theater in the city, including the San Francisco Olympians Festival, the SF
Fringe Festival, and performances ranging from

Adjective

burlesque to stand-up

Noun - Plural

.

Every month, we have a new theme for the writing prompts. Our 2015 themes included "Where Pies Go When
They Die," "Some Romantic S**t," "Two Good Things," and "Spies Have Feelings Too." Maybe in 2016 we'll
do

a night themed around

,

Celebrity

Noun - Plural

, or

.

Food

SWF is co-produced by the Exit and SF Theater Pub. On January 9th, we're doing our first ever official
crossover with another branch of Theater Pub! To tie-in with Theater Pub's moody-songster-inspired festival "
The Morrisey Plays" (playing at Pianofight in January) our first 2016 Fever theme is "F**K MORRISEY!," a
night of monologues based on lyrics copped from the arch nemesis of Moz himself: the never-to-be-trifled with
Violent Femmes! The Violent Femmes are the best because their music was used on the soundtrack of "My
So-Called Life." I love that show. Sometimes I think I'm an Angela, but really I'm more of a Rayanne, you can
tell by the way I

Verb - Base Form

.

Because SWF is free and monthly, there are plenty of chances to come catch the fever with us next year! It's
easier than learning to

Verb - Base Form

make some art, some memories, and some
dead or trapped in

Yours

Adverb

Place

and just as
Noun - Plural

.

,

Megan Cohen and the Saturday Write Fever All-Stars
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Adjective

as a

Noun

. Come on by, let's

. The only reason to miss us in 2016 is if you're

